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Preface 
 
Caution 

 

1. Make sure the record cleaner is placed on a clean, stable surface before use. 

2. Make sure the power cord is plugged into the record cleaner properly and that the 

power cord is not pinched and tangled. 

3. Be careful when always apply cleaning fluid. Excessive liquid will cause it to spill. 

4. Do not leave the machine during operation, and do not allow the machine to start 

unattended. 

5. Make sure the record is spinning before turn on the vacuum pump and that the 

cleaning fluid must be applied on records already. The vacuum pump should only be 

used when the record is wet. 

6. There are no parts inside the machine that the customer can service or replace. If 

the machine is disassembled, the warranty will be void. 

7. The vacuum pump must not be turned on for more than 20 minutes per 

continuous operation. Allow sufficient cooling between each operation. 

 

Reminder 

 

1. Do not tilt the brush so the aluminum part of the brush touches the surface of the 

record. 

2. Ensure that the record clamp is tightened properly before using the vacuum 

pump. 

3. It is best to use a plastic squeeze bottle for applying cleaning fluid onto the 

record. 

4. The cleaning actions run on this cleaner cannot repair serious damage and 

scratches on the surface of the record. 

5. When using cleaning fluid from different manufacturers, it is recommended to 

read the corresponding instructions carefully before using them. 

 

  



 

 

Preface 
 
Thank you very much for purchasing Armani RW-220 Record Cleaner. Please read 

this manual carefully before use.  

 

Packing List 

1. Record Cleaner × 1 

2. Record Clamp × 1 

3. Record cleaning brush × 1 

4. Power cord × 1 

 

 

 
Installation Procedures 
1. Unpack and place the unit in a stable platform. 
2. Remove the record clamp from the turntable shaft. 
3. Turn the suction arm counterclockwise to the reset position. 
4. Plug the power cord into the power socket on the back of the unit. 
5. Turn on the turntable power switch to check if the turntable is rotating, then turn 
on the vacuum pump switch to check if the vacuum pump is running. 
6. Always turn off the turntable and vacuum pump before placing the record on the 
turntable. 
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Operations 
1. Use a cleaning brush to remove the dirt from the surface of the record. 
2. Place the record on the turntable and put the record clamp on it. Rotate the upper 
lock ring on the top of the record clamp so that the rubber seal fits snugly on the title 
sticker in the middle of the record. 
3, Turn on the turntable, apply the appropriate amount of cleaning fluid on the 
surface of the record, then use the brush to evenly apply the cleaning fluid to the 
surface of the record. 
4. Rotate the suction arm so it is above the surface of the record, then turn on the 
vacuum pump to start suction. 
5. At this time, the suction arm will suck the liquid and the dirt on the surface of the 
record. When the surface of the record is clean and dry, the vacuum pump can be 
turned off. Then rotate the suction arm clockwise to its original position. 
6. Release the record clamp and clean the clamp and the turntable. 
7. To clean the other side of the record, flip over the record and repeat steps 1-6 
above. 
8. When all the records have been cleaned, loosen the drain pipe clamp and 
discharge all the waste liquid stored in the machine. Then pull out the power plug. 
Ensure the machine is clean and dry after use. 
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Specifications 
 

• Vacuum pump motor power 600W 

• Turntable motor power 15W 

• Dimensions (L / W / H) 300 x 185 x 270 mm 

• Gross weight 7. 3kg 


